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SPACE SHUTTLE LIFT-OFF DYNAMIC MODEL
..
I. BACKGROUND AND PURPOSE
The purpose of this report is o verify the on-pad structural dynamic
model to be used for analyzing the lift-off response . f the Space ShuLtle vehicle.
The Space Shuttle vehicle during the lift-off process changes from cantilever to
free-free conditions. This transition does not occur instantaneously but in steps
as the vehicle lifts off. The vehicle is equipped Mth eight holddown blocks for
support. As lift-off occurs, the number of holddovil blocks in contact with the
vehicle can vary from eight to zero. The number of blocks in contact at the
base of the vehicle will vary depending oil
	 trajectory and vibration history
of the structure.
A schematic of the vehicle sitting on We pad in its vertical position is
shown in Figure 1. There are four support points at the base of each of the
Solid Rocket Boosters ( SRB) , which are the cantilevered points for the vehicle.
Because the vehicle is flexible and deflected at lift-off, the vehicle structure
will have varying holddoNm boundary conditions as it lifts off. For lift-off
dynamic analysis, a dynamic model of the vehicle involving modal synthesis will
be used. The method involves calculation of the vehicle structural vibration
free-free bending modes and coupling these modes to the launch pad through the
SRB skirts. This analysis will necessarily '.)e three dimensional because of the
complexity of the vehicle. The process of using free-free modes and tying these
to the pad via a skirt stiffness matrix will allow for the minimum number of
modal analysis cases to be made. This limits the number of boundary conditions
to free-free anu eight point cantilevered.
r
	
	
The study in this report is a step toward the verific ation of this dynamic
analysis model. In this report the cantilevered bending mode frequency of the
model supported at the base with two beams simulating the skirts will be com-
pared with the modal frequencies of a case using free-free modes and a finite
element plate and beam skirt model at the base. However, the primary check
required will be to determine the number of free-free modes required to get
accurate cantilevered modes. This will improve the accuracy oil
	 response
com puter runs and also make the analysis more efficient.
	 ^
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Figure 1. Space Shuttle vehicle on the pad.
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IA(-A 1 I. SOURCES OF MATERIAL AND THEORETICAL DATA
The analysis of the vehicle involves the coupling of the vehicle free-free
modes with the thrust pad, SRB skirt, and then to the ground. Then these free-
free modes, when coupled to the ground, are run for new eigenvalues and com-
pared with the regular cantilevered modes of the vehicle. Several sets of data
are required to perform this study. This includes three dimensional free-free
modes with vehicle full of propellant, three dimensional cantilevered modal
data of the vehicle oil 	 pad, three dimensional SIM skirt stiffness matrices
for the left and right sides of the vehicle, and a set of equations for coupling
the skirl wid the free-free modes together.
The free- free and beam model skirt cantilevered modes of the vehicle
were ohtained from the same finite element beam models using different bound-
ary con, itions. These models were run as 1320 degree-of'-freedom models
using mo. 1 tly beam stiffness elements. Ilydroelastic effects were accounted
for throug,. t he use of potential functions assuming symmetrical tanks for the
LOX and fuel. ;',ese LOX and fuel tank analyses were made using the Boeing
Company hydroelastic program published in Reference 1. The computer program
produces an effective hydroclastic stiffness matrix for a propellant tank which
accounts for the local breathing; or radial motion in the Shuttle external tanks.
These stiffness and mass ma t rices are coupled with the vehicle in the process
of obtaining the entire vehicle mass and stiffness matrix on the computer. The
free-free and cantilevered modes of the vehicle are first calculated for the model
shown in Figure 2. These data are stored oil 	 magnetic tape together
with the mass and stiffness matrices of the entire vehicle. The vehicle skirt
stiffness was built as a three dimensional finite element model composed of
plates and beam elements. A diagram of the skirt together with the numbering
of the node points oil model is shonTl in Figure 3. Many of the equations
used in this study, are derived from Reference 2. Ilo,,vever, additional work
was required to couple the skirt finite element stiffness model to the Shuttle
vehicle and compare these with the original cantilevered modes of the vehicle.
111. THEORETICAL TREATMENT FOR PAD AND SKIRT
STIFFNESS
The vehicle SRB skirt physical characteristics were obtained from
drawings and divided up into beam elements and plater elements between the
node points shcN%n by Figure 3. These elements were coupled together through
the use of finite element techniques as presented in Reference 3. The coordinate
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system used for the skirt is shown in Figure 4 for the overall skirt and for the
local beam elements. The coordinates were used for listing; and compiling; the
data for the stiffness matrix. Ilowever, the final resulting model was presented
as an influence cc . --, fficicnt matrix in cartesian coordinates for coupling the skirt
to the overall veWele. A sample calculation showing the techniques used in
obtaining; finite clement member properties is shown as follows for a sample
skirt cross section.
1.27 cm
	
1.27 cm 0.4763 cm
0.7925
0.7874 cm	 cm
6.35 cm	 4 2
'	 INERTIA TO BE OBTAINED
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	 ABOUT THIS AXIS
0.8425 cm , 5.3975
0.9525 cm
12.3825 cm	 S
7.3025 cm
A l = (U. 7925) (5. 397 Vii) = 4.2774	 3. 17 5
A 2 = (6. 35) (U. 9525) = 6. 0484	 d2 = G. 35
A 3
 = (G . 35) (1.27) = 8. 06 .15	 (1;1 = 7.4625
A4 = (0. 7874) (9.8425) - 7.1	 d4 = 13. 02
A 5 = (6. 35)(1.27) = 8.06 45 	d5 = 1 8. 5738
1111 3
	 .:'7):S 
Ii 
= 12	
I,1 =	 1 	 1.0839  
(11.7925)( 5. 397 5) 3 	
1
(I1.747-1)(9. 4^1251 s1 =	 = 111. 3945	 j	 -	 112. Dili 9l	 12	 ^	 1:.'
12 _ (li. a5)1 ^J. !)52 ^) 3
	
o. 4573	 15 - ( fi . "^I21. '_'7L - 1. 11839
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Fil;ure 4. Coordinate systems for s;.irt and ,kirt ulc incnts.
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i^	 Iis = Ii	 AidiON
I1a = 10.3945 + (4.277•1)(3.175) 2 = 53.5)35
I 2 - 0.4573 + (6.0484)(G.35) 2
 = 244.3.129
1'38 = 1.0839 + (8.06.15)(7.4625) 2 = 450.1895
1 1s - 1.0839 +' (8.0645) (18. 5'1'.:8 ) 2 = 2783. 2089
I - .1907. 1982 em 
s
A - Am-,
i,
di = distance to center of A i .
i = Area number in fillire.
I i = Inertia of Areas 1 through 5.
I = Total Inertia ;bout s :cxis.
s
The vehicle was modeled as a series of bean, elements; therefore, pro-
vision had to be made for the finite element model of the skirt to couple mith
the mc:del of the vehicle. This was clone by lixin-g the skirt at its attach points
to the vehicle and calculating, the .'nfl •• cncc coefficient at the four lat_nch pad
holddown points for each SRI3. The Infloenc•e matrix at the four holddowi points
of each SIIII was put into a 12 x 12 influence matrix in the followim.- lorm:
9
11
X1
Y1
Z1
X2
Y2
Z2	 = [E]	 {F)
X3	 (12 x 12)
Y3
Z3
X4
Y4
ZA
i
where
X1
•	 = { X 1234) (Simplified notation for deflection vector at each of the
Z holddown points) .a
{ F} = Forces in X, Y, and Z directions at each holddown point.
[ E] = Influence coefficient matrix at the four holddown points.
[E] - '  = Inverse of [ E] matrix. Also called stiffness matrix of skirt.
The stiffness matrix E -1 is then freed, assumin g one tie point at the
top of the skirt allowing this point to be coupled to the vehicle. The matrix E
is shown in Table 1. To free the stiffness matrix E -1 , the following procedure
and equations were used.
a. A rigid bode transformation is written relating; the deflections at the
SRB holddown points to the SRB skirt tic-in point ( see sketch) .
SKIRT TO VEHICLE
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OThe transformation which relates the rigid deflection between the top
and bottom of the skirt can be written in the following form:
x 
YrJ
Z^
{X 1234} - [T]	 O J	 = [T]{XJ}
X5
0Y5
0Z5
where
X5
{X5} (Simplified notation for deflections at the top center of
OZ5,	 skirt).
[T] = geometric transformation relating deflections at each end of
SRB shirt.
Another form of this transformation is as follows:
{ F5} = - [TIT {F1234}
whe re
[ T  T = Transposed of [ T]
{ F 5} = Forces at top of SRB skirt in the X 5' Y 5, Z5' 0X5 , 0 Y J , and
0Z5 directions.
{ F1234} = Forces at the four holddowii points in the X, Y, and Z
directions.
A
11
Vr
This can be proven through the use of potential energy ( PE) in the fol-
lowing steps:
( 1) PE = 2 (XT 234! I K ] ( X1234)
whe re
[ K] = skirt stiffness matrix.
Put the (X1234} in different coordinate system:
( 2) PE 
= 2 ( X5( I T] T [K) IT] (X5)
Differentiate PE with respect to (X5}
(1)
 a
PE 
_ [TI T I K ] [ T] (X5} _ { F'5]
5
Differentiate equation (1) with respect to (X1234}
1 PE( `I )	 - [ K] ( X1234} _ (x1234}X 1234
Put coordinate transformation in equation (•1)
(5) ( F 1234( = I KI [T] (X5(
Therefore by comparing equations (:) and (5) , we have
T(6) (F5( = [ TJ	 (1''1za4"
12
rb. Now the followin g deflection relations can he written
iAOK a
( X 1234) = ( X 1234) e + { X 1234} r	 (3-1)
	 e	 4
where
{X1234} = Deflection of holddomil point
{X1234} e = Elastic deflection of holddown points with top of skirt fixed
( X 12341 r = Deflection of holddow11 points clue to motion of top of shirt.
Therefore
{ X 123J r = [ T ] (X5)	 (3-2)
where
{Xj = Motion node point representing top of skirt
[T) = Geometric relation between top and bottom of skirt motion.
The influence matrix of the skirt can be used to relate the following
terms:
{ X12341 e = { E} ( F12341	 (3 3)
From equations ( 3-1) through
{ X 1234) = [ E ]{ F1234 + [ T ] 1X51
13
Solving this equation for F1234 gives
E
CA
( F 1234 = [ E] - 1 {X1234} - [ E] -1 [ T ]f Xj
Also the forces at X 5 are
f F 5} = -TT f 11"1234
I	 or
( F 5) = [ -TT] [ E] -1 f X 1234} - [ -T T j  [ El -1 T f Xj
Placing these equations in matrix form gives the following stiffness matrix for
the free-free skirt:
F 1234	 [ E] -1	 I I El -1 [ T]	 X1234
F5
	
[-T IF )  F-1 I [ TT] [ El _'j T]	 X5
This equation now represents the free-free stiffness matrix of the skirt which
can be attached at the vehicle/ skirt interface by superimposin g this matrix on
the vehicle stiffness matrix. A derivation similar to this was performed in
Chapter 4 of Reference 3.
IV. THEORETICAL TREATMENT FOR COUPLING THE SKIRT
AND THE SPACE VEHICLE
The theory for coupling the vehicle and the skirt is explained in Reference
2. However, some additional points of emphasis ,Nill be covered in the following
explanation.
14
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The equations that are used for the system that has the skirt sulxxrimposed
as a separate matrix are as follows:
M	 0	 hi	 Kit	 K 12	 hi
0	 0	 So	 K21 I K22	 So
where
h i
 = deflections of the vehicle in discrete coordinates
S = deflections of the massless vehicle skirt at the holddown attach
0
points.
RI 10
mass matrix of vehicle0 Fo l
I
K11 K 12
---^- = stiffness matrix of vehicle plus shirt.
K211 K22
This is the equation of motion of the flexible vehicle with the skirt assuliled to be
massless. K22 is partitioned in this equation to have a point in the model for
attaching the launch pad holddoN\ ­n structure. Matrices K22, K12, K21, and hart
of K11 are the local stiffness matrix of the skirt which was previously obtained.
The stiffness of the launch pad needs to be added to equation (4-1) \\ hich
Nvill be called K . The pad attaches to each vehicle holddo«11 point and than to
s
the ground. For this study the pad is assumed to be much stiffer than the
vehicle and, therefore, a value of 10 8 was used for the pact stiffness. In future
analysis this will allo\\- the vehicle to be released in steps. Therefore, after
matrix K is added equation (4-1) becomes
s
AI	 0	 hi	 K11	 K12	
hi	 .+ --4----	 - = 0	 (4-2)
IU I 0
-
	 So	 K21 I K22 + Ky	 SO
t
15
E	 .
1By collapsing; the massless point deflections, the skirt deflections are written
as
f s } = - [ K22 + Ks ] - 1 [K211(Ild	 (4-.3)
 4-2 reduces	 he follo '< g equation	 equation 4-:; •Equation(
	 ) re	 a to 	 wi i„ ey t1	 after using, eq tl  (	 ) .
[ m ]( h i! + [K1, - K 12 ( 1 22 + Ks ) -1 K211 ( h i) = f 0)	 .
This equation can be separated into two parts, one part which presents the hold-
down stiffness as a forcing; function and the other part which presents the struc-
ture as a free-free system. This form becomes
[ M ]( h i} + [ K11 - K 12 K221 K211(hi)
= [ K12 ( K22 + Ks ) -1 1121 - K 12 K221 K211( lli)	 (4-4)
For the equation in this form the forcing function is dependent upon the vehicle
deflections.
This equation can be transformed into modal coordinates using the
vehicle free-free modes or eigenvectors calculated from the left side of equation
(4-4) . The mode shapes are used to relate the real coordinates and modal
coordinates as follows [ 5j:
(h i ) = [$inlf%n
where
[¢	 1 =in	
Matrix of vehicle mode shapes
y n = Deflections in modal coordinates
n = 1 to m.Winum number of mode shapes used.
16
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i
i
Substituting; this equation into equation (4-4),
•	 IM1I0in] {• } + IK	 - K K-1 K ]I^ ]{q^}[. 11	 12 22 21	 in
	
_1	 -1	 ^
•	 K12 (K22 + Ks) K 21	 K12 K 2 K21] I ¢in ] { nf • I
	this equation through 1^ • 	 TNow multiplying
	
q	 ^,	 5 [4in]	 we get
loin) T [M][ o i1l ]{ qnl + Iw in ] T
 
IK 11  - K12 [K2] K21 lo in ]{qn}L
	
to IT K (K + K )
-1 
K	 - K K -1 K	 I	 ]{ q }	 (4-5)in	 12	 22	 s	 21	 12 22 21	 in	 n
'hus equation (4-5) has each of its matrices transformed into modal coordinates,
qn
 . The following; equations are true when modes are used m • Ilich are normalized
to a mass matrix of to I°] :
to in 1 T M 10 in ] = (o I°.l
.r	 -1	 ` z
[a in ]  [K11 - K 12 K22 K21 I in' = •U)n\
where
U) 2
	
= Modal stiffness matrix
1-,^
[.'I!] = Unit diagonal matrix.
Therefore, the final c • antilevei—d equation needed 1'01 . the study in this report is
as follows:
o
	
{yn}+own\{qn)+[`Ain] 	 h12 h22 - (Ks + K2L )	 K,^1 din rqn} = 0
17
P
From equation (4-6)
 the stiffness matrix for this study becomes
[con 2	 T	 -1
 ^^ + (din)	 K12[K22
1
- (Ks + K22 ) K ( Q	 121 in
N40
and the mass matrix becomes
r, 1,0] = Unity matrix
When the eigenvalues of equation (4- G) are found, these heconic • the eig envalues
of the cantilevered model using; the free-free mcxlcs. For equation (4-(;) to
yield accurate answers, enouIIh cigrnvectors have to be used. This is con-
sidered in the next section.
V. COMPUTER WORK AND RESULTS
The computer was used to perform all the modal analysis presented in
this report. The frequencies are presented for the models in Tables 2, 3, and
4 for the cantilevered, free-free, and cantilevered using;' free-free modes case,
respectively. The data presented in TNI)11's 2 and 3 were obtained f r'onl Ilefer-
enc • e 4. The case called cantilevered using; Irce-free modes (Table -1) was
calculated from the equations in Section IV and should be compared with the
regular cantilevered case of 'fable 2. The frequcnc • ies showt by Table 11 were
calculated usinh 133 free-free modes. The first mode of this case is r). 3:7l Ilz
for the beam cantilevered case of Table 2. One erode shape or cIg;envector from
the data of Reference 4 is shown in Tables 5 and t;. Only the frequencies of the
cantilevered case using; free-free modes were obtained fur this study.
'fhe purpose of this study was to determine the minimum number of modus
required to give adequate results when runnin' a response analysis usin ," this
model. This involves determining; how jwmN , mocks arc needed to get ,ut accurate
cantilevered tnodcl using; free-free mocks. The results of this study are plotted
in Figure 5. The dashed line shows the Irequenc;y of the First vehicle cantilever
mode using; the beam model. The solid line Shows how the nrcxles of this study
approach the beam skirl model cantilevered nrcl(ICS as the nunriter of free - free
is
modes used is increased. The first case plotted on the graph with 4ix modes
has only the rigid body translational modes of the vehicle. The results of this
study show that 133 modes Hill get the cantilevered frequencies to stabilize to
an adequate value.
The frequencies ,)f the beam skirt model case are not necessarily
required to check with the frequencies of the finite element skirt model case in
an accurate manner. The finite element skirt model vehicle modes may Ix more
accurate than the original modes. I"uture analysis %611 check other capabilities
of this vehicle model to support vehicle lift-ol7 response runs.
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TABLE 2. CANTILEVERED MODAL FREQUENCIES FOR THE
VEHICLE BEFORE LIFT-OFF
(hertz.)
I 3.2411178-01 •A Iau11)4.IJti+V1 91 20691131+u1
Z S-956167-01 r7 1 *u3 6 Y3'.,+U1 92 2.71250%+ul
3 I.716463•0u r8 1•U62ui1+U1 93 2.76lb9n+ul
4 2.175227 . 00 4Y I.06762S+U1 94 2476714Y•Ul
5 2.4.38598 . 00 SO Is074Y6J +UI 95 2+703U24+U1
6 2.54UY1o+00 SI I.10169'I+UI 96 2ob3SuUU +u1
7 2.796643+U0 S2 1.14794,+U1 Y7 2083561Y•ul
8 24641367+U0 S3 1.20366n+U1 96 2.Bn2b4Y+ul
9 3.550U67+0U S4 1•11642b+U1 99 2.947961+U1
10 3.7/4S98+uU 5, I.253Y'Iu+UI 100 39U4147Y+U1
II 3.0'1 8 305+0U 56 1627AJ4'1+UI 101 3.04369Y•0.1
12 3.973604+UO S7 Is32Y35L,+111 IU2 3.U7()011a*U1
13 49487331+OU 51 1.3'15401+u1 1u3 3,110259+u1
14 4 :63 9 952+UU S9 I.•3S074Y+U1 IU4 3.1397'IU+UI
15 4.9S77'17+0U 60 1.4653bu+01 l()S 3.146H15+UI
16 S.0I Y b69tu0 61 1.5()4320+U1 1i16 3.19eu65+ul
17 5.09' 1 447+UO h2 1055912b+UI IO7 3.294()~/+UI
18 5.237bud+U0 A3 1.';921gy+ul 108 3.J31U2u+Ul
19 5.273501)+00 A4 1•594bY4+01 11)9 3.302321; +U1
20 5.56 4 302+UU 6 s 1.677471+UI 110 3+39797/+01
21 5.b6 8 274+UO 66 1.6m1.471+01 11 1 3.4411941+01
22 S.0eUo7u+UU 67 19609765+u1 117 3.459670+UI
23 S.921bdU+UU be 1.704661 +UI 113 3.471344+U1
24 5.Y7OJ56+UU 69 1.12~034+u1 114 3+482574+U1
IS 6.171667+UU 70 1.798u5b+Ui 115 3.51640[+ul
26 6.27851)+UU 71 1.U2957b+U1 116 3.SIY793+UI
77 6941 4 80U+UO 72 1.047752+UI 117 3.540363 +UI
3 6.72 4 295 6 00 73 1.896356+UI I I A 3.56[1by[+u1
29 7.24 4 324+UO 74 1.965329+U1 119 3.5 Y115u+Ul
30 7.356226+UO 75 2.0461,4b.Ul 110 3.6767/b+UI
31 7.4134 14u+UO 76 2.061113b +U1 111 3.690372+U1
32 7.415123+U0 77 2012414b+U1 112 39705126 +UI
33 7947 9 u2J+UO 78 2.ln9u5/+ul 123 39795603+U1
3 4 79506654+UO 79 2.268uhb+UI 124 3.890934+U1
3S 7.506Y9J+00 e0 2.2697'1u+U1 125 39962153+1)1
36 7.AU36',n+UU 81 2.297Y3S+01 126 9+084467+UI
37 7.906011+UU p2 2.32114U6+01 127 9.216824+UI
3d 8.3h07 1,I + UU p3 2+36nu11+U1
39 e.645U71+00 84 2.41Db2U+01
40 8013 9 157+()() AS 2.447679 +UI
41 9.1701Vb+UO 616 2.446166•UI
42 99247315+UO 87 2.49H83U+Ul
43 9.715493+U0 de 2.627076+01
O GJXAC P
OF ApOR	 AGE I844 9.Q1b3336 • UO •9 2 + 650731 + U1
42 7+97S34a4u0 •0 2;653644+01 QUAr
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	 TABLE 3. FREE-FRLE MODAL FREQUENCIES FOR THE
on
	
VEHICLE AT LIFT-OFF
(Hertz)
1
2
3
4
S
6
7
•
9
10
11
12
13
14
IS
16
11
1•
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
31
33
34
35
36
37
3d
39
4u
41
42
43
4%
46
•.535111M-03 y6 8.6A7 22S+00 91 2.5232 9 2+01
3.63uov3-03 41 9.U4V3U5+UO 92 2.S67 4S 3+U1
1.644311-03 4e 9.23SIu2+o0 93 2.S6V216+01
70691143 -04 y^ 9•VeJu2[+UG 94 2•7110n7.01
39134426-03 Su I.U136U4+01 9$ 2.734474+01
6013bsu9-03 51 1•u355 AS* 01 96 2.755491+01
2.19b647+00 52 1.0394n6+01 97 2.161UA1+01
2030b1u8+00 S3 1.061210+01 98 2•hn4113+u1
2.610530+00 S4 1	 U9V173+01 99 2.d83790+O1
2.73741:2+00 S5 1.136209+01 100 2.94VU10+01
2.8055A2+00 56 10144497+01 101 3.UOV793+01
2.9716u2+0G S7 1o2n3453+O1 102 3•061YS3+01
3•b61440+00 58 1.[16517+01 103 3.074037.01
3.75US21+00 59 1.179441+01 104 3.1(14661+01
3.759300+00 6U 1.1961)16+UI 105 3.116297+01
3.b549A6+00 61 10341L^S4+01 106 3.137YV3+01
3.981015+00 6Z 1.379641+01 107 3.2nIV40+01
40466693+00 63 1.43tl1l1+01 106 3.110359+01
4.764617+Gu 64 1.464689+01 109 3.115u1S+UI
4.V651 4,6#00 61) 1.496v90+01 110 3.12UQ43+01
S.o64b9Z+00 66 1.5699u1+01 111 3.221650+01
5.126546+00 67 1.605[36+01 112 3.161444+01
5.196836+00 66 1.644792+01 113 3.3nuG73+01
S.337314+00 69 1.68[362+01 114 3.3370/S+OI
5.4911U 4 i00 70 1.111671+01 its 3.41539A+D1
5.534594+00 71 1.73140I+01 116 3.445730+01
5.567249+00 72 1.731160001 117 3.4531,18+01
6.63b2A3+UG 77 1.7S4U1)7+0) 118 30465915.01
S.V02399+00 74 107660S2+Ol 119 395096u2+01
5.971V27+00 75 1.01^)J117+01 120 3.'x21167+01
60111So 4 i00 76 1.915116+01 121 3.594749+01
• 4 0Y747+00 77 1.04'09 13+01 122 3.645448 +01
,85773+00 78 10V14677+01 123 3.671,177+01
6.664153+00 79 10VAi6r19+01 124 301041h0+01
66793347 . 00 80 2•UO3145+01 125 3.707d52+01
7.161172 . 00 AI 29016"16+01 126 3.74Y525+01
7.447372+00 A2 2•usd610+01 127 3.1A5440+01
7.475211+0U A3 2.161195+UI 124 3.195127+01
7.487Y49+00 A4 2.18'016+01 129 3-624849+U1
7.50 4 u12 . 00 05 2.151241+01 130 3.e31414+01
7.660,108+00 86 2.168447 +01 131 30045951.01
7.0A6992+00 87 2.324410+01 132 49USU5A2+01
7.V016v3+00 8tl 20401166+01 133 4.I9Y9b4+01
8.324074+00 8if 29x11648+01
6.42 6 491+00 90 2. 5 01764+01
01"C; LVAL PADS IS
OF POUR QUAD
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iIA I	 TABLE 4. CANTILEVERED DIODAL I'IIEQUENCIES FOR 'I'IIE
0"	 VEHICLE USING FREE-FREE MODES
(Hertz)
1 0.3372 31 7.4144 61 14.8202
2 0,5601 32 7.4 7 27 62 15.052
3 1.8203 33 7.4754 63 15.6535
4 2.2699 34 7.5057 64 15.879
5 2.4732 35 7.5059 65 16.5329
6 2.4785 36 7,8620 66 16.0810
7 2.7647 37 7.8871 67 16.7954
8 2.8457 38 8.2647 68 16.905
9 3.4962 39 8.6509 69 17,2563
10 3.8453 40 8.7376 70 17.7753
11 3.8853 4i 9.2276 71 18.1346
12 3.9738 42 9.3236 72 18.2996
13 4.4906 43 9.77206 73 18.5186
14 4.6543 44 9.7959 74 19.3705
15 4.959 45 9.9997 75 19.9559
16 5.0210 46 10.1836 76 19,9795
17 5.1161 47 10.3717 77 20.5173
18 5.2552 48 10.6163 78 21.1034
19 5.2884 49 10.6325 79 21.6220
20 5.5693 50 10.9468 80 21.9022
21 5.5734 51 11.0595 81 22.6920
22 5.9230 52 11,4819 82 23.0050
23 5.9514 53 12.0443 83 23,2221
24 6.0043 54 12.1677 84 23.7757
25 6.2124 55 12.2853 85 24.0683
26 6.2945 56 12.8814 86 24.2603
27 6.4170 57 13.2081 87 24.5078
28 6,7251 58 13.3918 88 26.0616
29 7.0860 59 13.5153 89 2h.1525
30 7.3564 60 14.6611 90 26,2913
22
TABLE 4. ( Concluded)
121 36.8185
122 37.0150
123 37.9158
124 38.7869
125 38.8345
126 39.4725
127 39.8006
128 39.9529
129 40.0872
130 40.8972
131 42.5832
132 44.7157
133 44.9845
^A
C^
91	 26.5093
92	 26.5985
93	 27.1337
•	 94	 27.2186
95	 27.6213
96	 27.6832
97	 27.9684
98	 28.0996
99	 29.3391
100	 30.1818
101	 30.4394
102	 30.8000
103
	
31.1129
104	 31.4102
105
	
31.4703
106	 31.9929
107	 32.9383
108	 33.312
109	 33.659
110	 33.7741
111	 33.8273
112	 33.8887
113
	
34.2623
114	 34.5332
115	 34.5919
116	 34.9659
117	 35.1110
118	 35.2022
119	 35.5916
1 120	 36.0714
23
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